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Naples Theatre Festval, success for “Love’s faithful”
BY ARMIDA PARISI

Marco Martnelli and Ermanna Montanari chose the Naples Theatre Festval for the natonal debut of 

their new show Love’s faithful. A resounding success, at least to judge from the endless standing 

ovaton, repeated for each of its three nights run at Sannazaro. A success that gives the lie to those who 

hold that experimental theatre is not in line with the tastes of the public who, instead, showed their 

appreciaton, and how! The show is part of the project on The Divine Comedy which the Teatro delle 

Albe founders have been involved in for the past two years, in view of the 2021 celebratons for the 

seven hundredth anniversary of Dante’s death. And it is precisely around the theme of death that 

Martnelli has devised this play in seven pictures.

They deal with the poet’s last hours of life, on his exile’s bed in Ravenna, in the throes of malaria. And 

with the help of a versatle, eclectc, amazing Ermanna Montanari, the spectator enters the mind of the 

genius: precisely him, he who in his verses give concrete form to the beyond and who, in his moral 

integrity, delineated the clear boundaries of good and evil. Now, on the threshold of the abyss that is 

sucking his life away, he is confused. Voices crowd his mind. There’s fog, the dense fog of Ravenna,  

which enters the room and muddles his memories. There’s a demon that disturbs him, and a donkey on 

which the poet has ofen ridden which reminds him  that all the living are on the cross. There’s the devil  

who reviews all human baseness, and there’s Italy which, then as now, persists in fomentng internal 

divisions rather than raising its eyes “to heaven” so that the reason of unity might prevail. Lastly there’s 

Antonia, the poet’s daughter, who assists him through his last hours: it is her voice that evokes 

moments of the poet’s youth, when he and his friends declared themselves “Love’s faithful”. The spirit, 

about to leave the body, recovers that distant tme when the frst encounter with Beatrice, at the age of  

nine, revealed to the child Dante the substance of his vocaton and destny. And it is in this moment,  

with the closing of the circle between past and present, that the poet is received by that Trinity which  

he had contemplated in his vision of faith, into the heart of that Love whose shining mystery he had 

sung like no other. The undisputable protagonist is the voice. Ermanna Montanari, reading centre stage, 

transforms it into a musical score, modulatng it with astonishing mastery: it sibilates when it is fog, 

squawks like a demon, brays when transformed into a donkey, grows indignant in politcal invectve and 

becomes sweet and gentle when speaking a daughter’s words. The power of her voice is fanked by that  

of Simone Marzocchi’s trumpet, which underscores the various moments with the music of Luigi 

Ceccarelli: dissonant, acute, strident and deafening sounds, then languid, breathless and sighing, 

underlining the oscillatng gamut of emotons. The same goes for the rare evocatve expertse of the 

light and shadow interventons, the work of Anusc Castglioni and Enrico Isola. Text and voice, word and 

image, silences and music grasp the spectators by the hand and guide them through a journey that is 

perturbing, and necessary as never before: the one that puts us face to face with ourselves, our  

responsibilites, our sense of being in the world.


